Flexplay: A Time Sensitive Disposable Optical Medium

In 2003, when the Flexplay disc was first introduced to the public, Blockbuster Video was the monolith for DVD rentals and the way to see movies outside of theaters. Flexplay was a DVD-compatible optical video disc format that had a limited playback time, typically 48 hours. After the time limit passed, the disc turned from a clear, red-tinged hue to black and opaque. It was the chemistry of the layers in the disc that caused the disc to “self-destruct” after 48 hours, turning it black and making it unreadable and unplayable. Flexplay Technologies, which conceived of the Flexplay disc, was founded in 1999 by two university professors, who paired with General Electric to create the format. Distribution of Flexplay discs began in 2003 and ended in 2009.¹ Currently, you can only find a smattering of Flexplay DVDs on eBay or Amazon, where they are sold as novelty, collector items.

Flexplay was created as an alternative to using Blockbuster for the short-term rental of DVDs. Instead of worrying about the due date for returning films to Blockbuster, the viewer could

just throw away or recycle the DVD after using. Flexplay was meant to piggyback off the Blockbuster craze and profit off the unpopularity of late rental return fees. A commercial for Flexplay exclaims, “Think about all of the gas you’ll save by avoiding that trip back to the video store!”

Flexplay was interchangeably called the “No-Return DVD Rental” and “the Time Limited DVD.” The discs were sold at gas stations, convenience stores, grocery stores, and airports, as well as at Flexplay.com. Flexplay discs were sold at rental store prices, between $5 and $7 per movie, but cut out the visit to the rental store. For those who used Flexplay.com, fast and free shipping was provided. The only consolation for Blockbuster was the delayed release of films on Flexplay, which were between two months and two years behind the initial filmic release dates.
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2Flexplay08, “Flexplay Commercial,” YouTube.com, August 1, 2008, www.youtube.com/watch?v=kXGxUjWiPQI.
Flexplay is an optical disc that is DVD-compatible. An optical disc is a flat, usually circular disc that encodes binary data, in the form of bits, which are binary digits. The encoding material sits atop a thicker substrate, usually made of a pure polycarbonate plastic. This substrate makes up the bulk of the disc. Optical media “use laser technology for recording, storing, and reproducing digital data.” In order to read the data, a reflective surface is required. This surface is usually a thin backing of aluminum. The layer is protected by a transparent coating. The light from the laser that is directed on the optical disc, or storage medium, “changes the plastic and
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the data is stored as a change in the physical structure of the optical media. This change creates a small spot, or pit, when the laser is energized. An area where the laser is off leaves a flat, also called a land. “6 (See Figure 2. Cross Section of an Optical Disc) The pits and flats left by the laser are recorded on the disc in a circular pattern, starting from the center of the disc and circling outward toward the edge. When playing back the DVD, a narrow laser beam shines over the data track of the disc. The laser, constantly shining on the surface of the disk and reflected by the backing, hits the bumps and flats on both reflective layers, and “the beam bounces back to a light reader. As a result of the pits’ and flats’ different shapes, the pits and flats reflect light differently. The sensor detects the difference, reading the pattern encoded onto the disc as zeros and ones.7 The changes between the pits and flats are read as ones and no changes are read as zeros.8 Flexplay discs, being commercially pre-recorded, are “produced using a process that molds or stamps the pits into the polycarbonate before the reflective layer is applied. The pits are actual, physical indentations that change the reflectivity of this added layer when read by an optical disc player.”9
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The most common types of optical media are Blu-rays, CDs, and DVDs. Flexplay discs are not DVDs. However, they are DVD-compatible. “DVD” stands for “Digital Versatile Disc.” “Each side of a DVD can contain two layers of data. The layer closest to the surface is burned on a transparent coating that allows the laser to change focus and read the information of the layer behind it.”

DVDs have two reflective layers—an inner reflective layer and a semi-transparent outer reflective layer. The machinery manufacturing the DVDs “bond the two reflective layers together using resin adhesive, which hardens into solid plastic, securing the two sides into a single disc.” Other than the special bonding resin, located in front of the inner reflective layer and unique to the Flexplay disc format, Flexplay discs are the same as dual-layer DVD-9 discs. They just do not carry the DVD logo.
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The DVD-9 disc is a single sided (SS), double layered (DL) optical format. (See Figure 3. Types of DVD Layers, bottom right corner) It measures twelve centimeters in diameter and has a disc capacity of 8.54 Gigabytes. It is a DVD-ROM, as opposed to a DVD-R. DVD-ROM stands for “Digital Versatile Disc—Read-Only Memory.” DVD-ROMs, including DVD-9s, and as a result Flexplay, are used for commercial distribution of DVDs. These discs are mass produced using “a process of molding and stamping with a glass master disc.”

The numbers associated with a DVD refer to a rough approximation of their capacity, hence DVD-9’s disc capacity of 8.54 Gigabytes. Since Flexplay discs are equivalent to DVD-9, they can hold up to four hours of standard definition video using MPEG-2 compression.

![Figure 3. Types of DVD Layers](https://www.pctechguide.com/dvd/dvds-digital-versatile-disks-how-theyre-made-and-how-they-work)
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In addition to being an optical disc that is DVD-compatible, Flexplay can be played on any standard DVD player. This technical element places Flexplay above its predecessor, the DIVX (Digital Video Express), which was another failed attempt at time-limited DVD technology and could only be played on a specific player made exclusively for DIVX DVDs. DIVX was such a flop that, in 2016, PC World rated DIVX as one of the top thirty worst tech products of all time.\textsuperscript{16}

Flexplay discs arrive in the mail vacuum-sealed. In 2002, Flexplay Technologies submitted a patent for a “Hermetically sealed package for optical media disk.”\textsuperscript{17} Shortly thereafter, Flexplay Technologies hired Sealed Air Corporation to create a vacuum-packaging solution for the discs. The Cryovac Food Packaging Division of the Corporation used their “Cryovac oxygen scavenging systems [to] consistently maintain the DVD’s integrity in an extremely low oxygen environment until opened.”\textsuperscript{18} In other words, the discs arrive vacuum-sealed so oxygen cannot get to the additional layer of the disc.

The outside packaging for Flexplay lists four easy guidelines for enjoying “the Time Limited DVD:”

1. “Unopened Flexplay discs stay ‘fresh’ in the package for about one year.”

2. “Your 48 hours begins when the package is opened.”

3. “Watch in any standard DVD player as many times as you like, within your 48 hours.”

4. “After 48 hours, the DVD expires and turns black. Just recycle or dispose.”

The packaging also advises viewers to visit www.flexplay.com for more information about recycling.

Figure 4. Flexplay Disc Instructions

As is vaguely suggested on the Flexplay outer packaging, once the vacuum-sealed package is opened, the disc has been exposed to oxygen and the countdown to expiration and total darkness begins. One patent for the “Directory read inhibitor for optical storage media” describes how the optical disc becomes unreadable. A method was devised
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“inhibiting the readability of an optical media due to changes in a pseudo-reflective material that composes the optical media after the optical media has been exposed to air for a predetermined time. An optical media includes a data encoded component. At least a fraction of the data encoded component transforms from a substantially optically reflective state to a substantially optically non-reflective state as at-least-in-part a function of time from an initializing event.”

In other words, an extra layer is added to the standard DVD structure. The specialized layer includes a chemical compound that easily combines with oxygen in the atmosphere to form a new chemical compound. The original chemical compound is transparent, but the new chemical compound is opaque. This new chemical compound causes the DVD to turn black after the 48 hours of exposure to oxygen. What makes Flexplay different than the DVD-9 format is that the polymer resin adhesive that bonds the two layers of the disc together is chemically modified, so that when the disc is exposed to air, it oxidizes. When the vacuum-sealed package is opened, the polymer resin adhesive bonding together the inner and outer layers of the disc, the substrates, reacts to oxygen and oxidizes, turning from clear to black in about 48 hours. The bonding resin, or adhesive layer, is either polyester resins, epoxy resins, ultraviolet cured
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organic resins, or vinyl resins. The reactive material on the bonding layer is made up of at least one blocked dye derived by the reduction of a dye selected from azines, oxazines, thiaazines, and combinations thereof.\textsuperscript{22}

Once the Flexplay disc is unhoused from the vacuum-sealed package, the oxygen most likely reaches the polymer resin middle layer between the two substrates by way of the gap between the two layers in the middle of the disc, where the hole is located. In the instance of a Flexplay disc, the gap is left unsealed, which is not the case with DVDs. This is partly because DVDs do not have the extra plastic layer that Flexplay has between the two discs. DVDs are comprised of two separate discs that each have a data track. The two discs are bonded together with resin adhesive. To make a Flexplay disc, the normal resin adhesive is replaced with Flexplay’s polymer resin and Leuco dye adhesive mixture that hardens to form the unique and patented plastic layer that causes Flexplay discs to turn black over 48 hours of oxygen exposure.

A blue dye called leuco dye, which is methylene blue reduced by sodium dithionite, is the reason the disc turns black and reacts to the oxygen. Leuco dyes “form the basis of thermal printer papers and certain pH indicators.”\textsuperscript{23} These dyes are
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reactive and transform when exposed to heat, light, or pH. An example of a real-world application of leuco dye is its use in creating clothing that changes color with heat. In Flexplay discs, the leuco dye, which is in the reactive layer where the polymer resin is, when in contact with oxygen, oxidizes to create the opaque material that renders the Flexplay disc unreadable by the laser. “Leuco” means “white” in Greek, and when not in contact with oxygen, the dye can be colorless.\[24\] To make sure the oxidation does not occur before it is time, the leuco dyes are further chemically modified to their blocked forms. To make sure initial oxidation does not occur while the polymer resin and leuco dye are being applied between the two disc layers, the dye is put in in a form that will not react with oxygen and antioxidants are included to absorb the oxygen. It is only after the antioxidants are depleted that the leuco dye begins to oxidize.\[25\]

When the layer of polymer resin and Leuco dye is transparent, in other words, not oxidized, the laser passes straight through to the reflective layers, reading the DVD as it normally would. When the layer is opaque, or oxidized, the laser
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cannot get to the inner reflective layer, so the DVD player reads the disc as blank.

Sixty-seven patents were filed between February 18, 2000 and June 11, 2004 to create all the components of the Flexplay disc. The patents list off a multitude of minute differences between different approaches that could all possibly create the effect needed to create Flexplay. For example, for what the disc could react with to obscure a portion of the underlying data on the disc, the patents list:

- Reacting with oxygen,
- Reacting with moisture or gases in the air,
- Reacting to laser light, and
- Reacting to ambient room light

as possible catalysts. The goal with this many patents was most likely to give the inventors enough space to experiment with the process, while having the security of knowing that no one else could swoop in and steal their invention while they were tweaking it. One of the overarching goals in the creation of the Flexplay disc was to make as few and minimal changes as possible to the existing manufacturing processes for the optical discs.

There are not any large preservation concerns about Flexplay. As with all optical media, disc rot would be an issue, if the discs stayed around long enough. However, since Flexplay discs are usable for only 48 hours, disc rot is not a concern. Also, although the airtight vacuum-sealed packaging protects the
packaged disc from oxygen exposure, Flexplay discs can only last one year unopened and still be played. The larger concern would be if the vacuum seal of the packaging were broken without the consumer knowing. This would cause the disc to react to the oxygen before the disc could be viewed. Because the films on Flexplay are not anything new or unique and there are most likely already better copies of each film, it is more important to preserve the history of Flexplay and the time period during which it was created.

The reception to Flexplay was not overwhelmingly positive. From the very beginning, it was not a successful medium for a variety of reasons. Test marketing of Flexplay discs began in August 2003. Almost immediately, consumers rejected the concept. Flexplay was not the only limited-play optical disk (LPOD) that was available in the market. In 2003, The Buena Vista Home Entertainment division of The Walt Disney Company used Flexplay Technologies’ disc technology for their own time-limited format, which was not particularly successful either.26

There were large environmental concerns about this optical disc format. It was being distributed and sold during a time when America was focused more than ever on combating global warming. Environmentalists were outraged that Flexplay discs

were being advertised as disposable, one-time use products. The end result is an unreadable disc, which is useless to the consumer. Despite Flexplay teaming up with GreenDisc, a company that recycles technotrash, those against Flexplay did not change their minds.

Another issue with Flexplay included the individual discs being too expensive, at $5 to $7 a disc, for something that could only be viewed a limited amount of times and was then thrown away. The out of date nature of the films by the time the films were released on Flexplay was another issue that negatively impacted the Flexplay brand. To put the nail in Flexplay’s coffin, in December 2009, Gizmodo.com listed Flexplay as among the 50 Worst Gadgets of the Decade (2000s).\(^\text{27}\) Needless to say, by the end of 2009, Flexplay, the “Time Limited DVD,” was over.

Despite Flexplay no longer having commercial value, I think Flexplay discs would be great as teaching tools. The discs could be used to show a chemical reaction happen before your eyes. In 48 hours, you can see the disc color change from red to black. This change also illustrates two components of the mechanics of optical discs: the layering of the disc and the components needed

to make a disc function. The opaque nature of the disc literally blocks the laser and renders the disc unreadable.

In the aftermath of Flexplay, Netflix took charge of the mail-in DVD service. Netflix was founded in 1997, before Flexplay Technologies was established. During Flexplay’s tenure, Netflix’s popularity and distribution continued to grow and by 2007, Netflix added streaming capabilities to its services. With Netflix, you can subscribe to either the physically mailed DVD home delivery service, the streaming service, or both. With the mail service, you just place the films you would like to see in ranking order and Netflix will mail to your address the next DVD in your cue. The DVD arrives with a pre-addressed return envelope, so that when the subscriber is ready to return the DVD, all they need to do is put the envelope in the mail. Once the DVD is received by Netflix, the next cued film is sent to the subscriber. Another descendant, Redbox, by 2009, also began to move into the market. Redbox kiosks were popping up in more locations across the country. Redbox offered new-releases at $1 a DVD, compared to Flexplay’s dated titles at $5 to $7 a DVD. In a 2008 commercial for Flexplay, the spokeswoman declares, “Think of it like having DVDs on demand!” Flexplay may not have achieved that goal, but it is successes and
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failures led to the technologies that now provide viewers all over the world unlimited streaming and viewing opportunities at any moment.
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